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Do bird-watchers, teachers, retired merchant marine commanders, fishermen,
and photographers have anything in common? At the University of New Hamp
shire's Marine Extension Program, they certainly do, for they are all part
of a volunteer program known as the UNH Marine Docents. They are bonded
together through a strong interest in the marine environment and a desire
to communicate information about that environment to the public. The
word "Docent" which comes from the Latin "Docere" means "to teach", and
that's exactly what the Docents do, providing a window on the marine world
in New Hampshire, Southern Maine and Northern Massachusetts. In communi
cating information, the Docents help to develop an appreciative and con
cerned public which makes wise decisions for appropriate use of this Im
portant resource.

The Docent program began in response to a need expressed by researchers
at the University's Jackson Estuarlne Laboratory where meeting requests
from the public for tours through the facility were taking the scientists
away from their research. Using the Scripps University's Aquarium Docent
Program as a model, a small group of specially trained volunteers were
selected and trained as tour guides for the Laboratory. Very soon, they
added the tours of Shoals Marine Laboratory and the Co-ho Salmon project
on the University Campus to their program for the public. Funded by a
six-month grant from a private foundation, the fledgling Docent Program
quickly established itself as an important communicator of university re
search activities to the public.

The next year, The University of New Hampshire's Sea Grant program began
to support this increasingly important part of its public outreach educa
tion program, and continues to do so at present, with 65 active Docents
presenting 14 different slide-lectures on marine topics, as well as con
tinuing the popular tours of University marine facilities. Docents have
contacted more than 20,000 people through their SEATREK programs during
the first eight months of 1982, and 12,000 more through their work with
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other programs and organizations.

In response to public demand, and in an effort to cover pertinent marine
topics, the Docents have utilized their diverse talents and abilities to
create slide lectures ranging from highlights of a continuing marine ar
chaeology project in New Hampshire's coastal waters to an up-date on aqua-
culture in New England.

Each fall, a SEATREK brochure is sent to a mailing list of user groups in
New Hampshire, Southern Maine and Northern Massachusetts. Service clubs,
church groups. Scouts, Cooperative Extension organizations, schools, other
groups request SEATREK programs, using the tear-off form at the bottom of
the brochure. The Docent Coordinator then matches the appropriate Docent
with the request and completes arrangements for presenting the program to
that audience. Both the Docent-presenter and the requestor are asked to
evaluate the presentation. These evaluations are used to improve the par
ticular program and to give valuable feedback to the Docent.

A high school biology class requesting the "Life in the Estuary" program,
after viewing a slide-lecture on the Great Bay Estuarlne System, would
find themselves touring Jackson Estuarlne Laboratory, learning about re
search projects and equipment needed to carry out that research. They
might watch tiny fish flitting across an aquarium, while the Docent dis
cusses the crossing of two kinds of flounder to achieve a more marketable
product. Browsing along sea tables filled with animals and plants from
Great Bay, they can observe a mlnl-estuarine environment, at close van
tage point.

Maritime history comes alive when Docents describe the stubby-masted,
flat-bottomed Piscataqua Gundalow, workboats of colonial times that were
so important to the commerce of this area. Until the early 1900's gunda-
lows hauled many kinds of goods to and from the Port of Portsmouth, N.H.,
Including bricks from the more than 70 brickyards that lined Creat Bay.
Having seen the Docent's exciting slide-lecture the group may then be in
vited down to the Portsmouth waterfront for a guided tour aboard the Cap
tain Edward Adams, an exact replica of the last gundalow to sail the Bay.

The University of New Hampshire Speaker's Bureau also lists the SEATREK
presentations as a part of their outreach service to the community. Re
quests for Docent programs comprise much of the demand for informative
programs about the Marine Environment received by the Speaker's Bureau.

In addition to their SEATREK program, Docents also assist teachers di
rectly in planning for special interdisciplinary, day-long marine adven
tures called Coast Day Celebration. Together, the teachers and Docents
plan a long list of activities for their celebration, and typically allow
the students of the school to design their own schedule for the day,
choosing activities that interest them. Multi-age groups for each acti
vity result, with much peer teaching achieved informally. A typical Coast
Day Celebration might include an art lesson where children sculpt hugh sea
creatures out of snow (just Imagine a hump-back whale, created to scale,
and used as a snow slide for the rest of the winter!) In the gym, one
might watch youngsters hopping and whirling to a sailor's hornpipe, while
down the hall in the "live specimen" room, Docents guide children to iden
tify and examine coastal plants and animals in simulated tldepools creat
ed from small tubs. At lunch time, some teacher may elect to help the
children cook seaweed soup, steamed clams or mussles with Irish Moss pud
ding for dessert. Children might be making a taste test for each item,
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and marking on a chart whether the item was "yukky" or "yummy".

Although a Coast Day Celebration involves intensive planning and prepara
tion, it proves to be a stimulating and educational experience for both
teachers and their students. One teacher remarked, "My students got
enough ideas from this one day to stimulate creative writing lessons for
the rest of the year.

Some schools created a lasting momento of the Celebration such as the tap
estry hanging in the multi-purpose room of the Barrington, N.H. Elementary
School, a continual reminder to all to use the marine environment wisely.

Many teachers have never tried to teach their youngsters about the marine
environment, feeling that their background is inadequate for the task.
The Celebration allows them to scale down their first attempt to one or
two activities, the Docent support helps them to be successful, and as a
result they are much more willing to design follow-up lessons for the Day.
Indeed, in schools where such Celebrations have taken place, there is a
marked increase in study about "things marine".

Docents also serve as volunteer staff for other marine-oriented programs.
At the University co-sponsored Odiorne Point Interpretative Nature Center,
15 to 20 Docents staff the "Through the Looking Glass" programs in the
spring, and "Summer by the Shore" the following season. They take chil
dren and adults tide-pooling on the rocky shores, pointing out the tracks
of the glacier that once covered the area and the sea birds that circle
overhead, as well. Inside the Center, they may encourage a small circle
of children to sing a song to a periwinkle, holding the animal close to
their lips so that their warm breath encourages it to come out of its
shell. Others may be showing slides to fascinate a varied audience with
that favorite of the deep, the Humpback Whale, which many people will see
if they go on one of the privately sponsored whale watches available in
the area. The emphasis here at the Center, as in all their programs,
that the marine environment is here to enjoy, learn about, and to treat
gently.

At Portsmouth's Strawbery Banke, a local "living history" museum, several
Docents guide visitors around the waterfront area, telling stories of the
shipbuilding days when Portsmouth was a major seaport. Others, working on
an adjacent archaeological dig, interpret the excavations for passersby,
as well as do their part to clean and catalog recovered objects for even
tual display.

Docents also participate in local celebrations and fairs such as the Mar
ket Square Day in Portsmouth, where last summer they served a Seafood
Sampler of clams, oysters, mussels and periwinkles for more than 1,000
eager people many of whom had never eaten shellfish. In the same booth,
children learned more about the structure of flatfish by making fish
prints In the ancient Japanese art form called gyotaku.

In addition to their other activities, Docents are branching out into
other modes of public communication. One Docent whose family has lived
in the coastal tour of Rye, New Hampshire since it was founded in the
1600's, is writing a short, entertaining guide to the New Hampshire Coast
entitled, "The New Hampshire Coast, A Vest Pocket Wonder". Another ta
lented duo are working on a "Coastal Critters Coloring Book" of catchy
poems about animals on the rocky shores of our coast. A 24-page supple
ment to help the town of Durham, N.H. celebrate Its 250th anniversary
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this past summer was written and edited by another Docent. One of the
Docents is creating a dance-story about the Gundalow, to be performed in
towns.

The UNH Marine Docent program has attracted much interest, and all year
long, people call to inquire, "how can I get to be a Docent." It isn't
easy. Although the main qualifications to become a Docent-intern are in
terest, dedication, and having time available, the program does search
out people who are interested in communicating their knowledge about the
marine environment to others. Docents must be willing to make a two-year
commitment to the program, work an average of 8 to 12 hours a week during
the academic year, and to engage in an Intensive four-month training
period. They must also be willing to develop communication skills that
make them an accurate and exciting presenter of information to the public.

The program does search out people who will make good communicators. Ex-
teachers, salemen and saleswomen — anyone who has dealt with the public
~ are prime candidates for the program, as are those with a scientific
or marine occupational background. However, the program doesn't limit it
self to people in these categories. Most Docents are adults, but ages
range from 18 to 80 years, and include retired people as well as college
students.

Recruitment is done through articles in newspapers, University catalogs,
blurbs on radio and that most effective, but Informal way: "word of
mouth". Applications are mailed to those who seem suitable after tele
phone screening by the Docent Coordinator, and upon receipt and further
examination of applications, personal Interviews are conducted. Exper
ienced Docents help conduct the interviews and their opinions are a part
of the decision to accept the applicant as a Docent-intern.

There has been a waiting list for the past two years of people who want to
be in the program. People on this list receive the newsletter and are In
vited to attend an occasional lecture as guests of the program. Then
their applications are considered for the next training session.

Docent Training sessions take place In the fall and winter and consist of
an 8-10 week course on marine topics which varies from lectures to field
experiences. University faculty members and marine experts donate their
time to lecture, lead field trips and give laboratory Instruction to the
Docents. Experienced Docents and qualified graduate students aid in
teaching the Docents also. Topics covered include ecology of various ha
bitats ranging from fresh water ponds to the rocky shores and sandy beach
es of the Gulf of Maine. Topical issues are also presented through ses
sions on the Law of the Sea Treaty, New Hampshire's Coastal Zone Manage
ment plan. Wetlands ordinances, etc. Docents are encouraged to attend
workshops on related topics, and transportation and registrations fees for
these are often subsidized by the Docent Program. Docent-lnterns are ex
pected to attend at least 85Z of the training period, and experienced Do
cents are encouraged to come to as many as they can.

Additionally, Docents are given training in communications skills that
range from the use of audio-visual equipment through subjects such as
questioning techniques, managing audience behavior, to use of creative
dramatic techniques, etc. Science education workshops are also provided,
and emphasis is placed on working with teachers, themselves, to achieve
a multiplier effect.
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An apprentice system, where the Docent-interns accompany experienced Do
cents on presentations and tours is arranged so that Interns can learn,
first-hand about the pleasures and occasional problems that may occur.

Small groups, around interests, and/or specific existing programs, are
formed during the training period, so that Docent-interns can begin learn
ing existing programs, assist In creating new ones, or learn more about a
specific topic. This also gives opportunity to get to know each other
better, and is a major factor in Integrating the new Docents fully into
the program.

The Docent Coordinator plays a key role in all Docent activities, manag
ing the entire program which includes, all phases of recruitment, train
ing, task assignment, and coordination of requests. Keeping In close per
sonal touch with each Docent, evaluating Docent presentations, and arrang
ing for experts to review programs periodically are also a part of the
Coordinator'8 duties. Administrative and management skills are necessary
in addition to a background in education and work with volunteers. Flex
ibility and an emphasis on using each Docent according to his or her best
talents and abilities are key program components, which the coordinator
must be able to deal with.

One of the goals of the Docent program is to retain skilled volunteers be
yond the two-year commitment period. For the past two years, that has
been achieved, with about an overall 90Z retention rate. Docents seem to
feel that they gain at least as much from the program as they give to it.
Those gains seem to be in the form of new knowledge, a gain In self-con
fidence, recognition — both personal and as a member of a select group.

New Information and additional skills can be learned through the training
program. Also, there are monthly field trips In the late spring and sum
mer, some of which are open to families of the Docents. Docent Recogni
tion Ceremonies are held every spring and not only do Docent-interns re
ceive graduation certificates, but experienced Docents are recognized in
dividually for their achievements during the past year. The University
shows appreciation for the Docents in the form of library privileges,
discounts on theater and sports tickets, audit or "sit-In" privileges to
certain marine-oriented classes, and free parking permits. Media cover
age of Docent presentations and activities is arranged so that these hard
working volunteers can get some public recognition for their efforts.
Social interaction within the group is Important, too, bolstered by seve
ral purely parties throughout the year. Finally, an espirit d'corps de
velops within the group, created in part by their collective struggle to
become expert in technical fields and communicate their expertise to the
public.

Still, In spite of the University "perks", group and individual recogni
tion for their efforts, camaderle, and the interesting learning opportuni
ties available to them, Docents work at what is essentially a job with no
pay, and most of them do so for several years. WHY? When asked, Docents
have a variety of replies: Most say that in this program they have a
chance to learn and to keep on learning through teaching others. Most,
also believe that Informing others about the marine environment is a mean
ingful contribution to society. A few see It as a re-entry phase in their
bid to get back into the work world. Several more are trying to decide on
career directions. Finally, most recognize that the marine environment is
one of the last frontiers, one that needs to be approached by an informed
public, and they want to be both a part of what public, and a part of the
process.
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This group of intelligent, creative Individuals have taken their education
as Docents and the knowledge that they bring with them from past exper
iences, built on that synthesis, and become capable, even eloquent, com
municators. They give the public information and insight into the past,
present, and possible future of the marine environment, and In addition
liaison between the University's own activities on the sea and the shore.
In return, they are self-confident members of a select and close-knit
group, making significant contributions to their communities through per
son to persons communication.
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A CITIZENS' ADVISORY COMMITTEE THAT WORKS:
THE PUBLIC ROLE IN WATER QUALITY PLANNING IN NARRAGANSETT BAY

Donald D. Robadue, Jr.

Coastal Resources Center

University of Rhode Island
Graduate School of Oceanography
Narragansett, Rhode Island 02882

Introduction

Public concern for the problem of water pollution In the Providence
River, a tidal tributary to Upper Narragansett Bay, stems from the mid
1800s as population and economic growth greatly Increased the discharges
of human and industrial wastes to the poorly flushed headwaters of the
estuary. The public outcry grew so loud that a major effort was under
taken at the end of the 19th century to construct sewers throughout the
City of Providence in order to divert the flow of wastes from the center
of the business district further south closer to the open bay. This was
followed by an international search for new sewage treatment ideas and
the construction and subsequent expansion of the Field's Point Sewage
Treatment Plant In the early 1900s. During this period, Rhode Island
was still one of the foremost industrial states in the nation, and Prov
idence had constructed one of the finest sewerage systems of its time.

In the 1970s, public outcry against the total breakdown of this historic
facility and the unchecked discharges of its combined sewer overflows
led to a lawsuit by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the State
of Rhode Island and Save The Bay, a prominent environmental group. They
won a consent decree requiring the City of Providence to bring the
sewage treatment plant back to a minimal level of operation, and proceed
without delay to complete a 201 Facilities Plan, facility design work
and facility construction.

Pursuant to an agreement with Save The Bay, Rhode Island's largest
environmental group, EPA required the City of Providence to undertake a
full public participation program for its Step 2 Facilities Design work.
This paper describes the struggle of that Citizens' Advisory Committee
(CAC) to participate meaningfully in the process of water quality plan
ning and facility design during its 18 month existence under the auspices
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of the City of Providence. The ultimate success of this particular CAC
lies not only in the value of its Insightful criticisms of specific
facility design proposals, but also its contribution to the broader and
as yet unanswered questions about how much pollution abatement is
desired, and at what cost it can be obtained In Narragansett Bay.

The Search for a Role in the Decision Process

Formal Public Participation Programs: The adoption of major federal and
state environmental legislation in the early 1970s was followed by
thousands of pages of regulations and the staffing of enormous new
bureaucracies to Implement these rules. The political process involved
in lawmaking is accessible through representative democracy to all
citizens, and generates the most public interest. The administrative
rule making process provides fewer opportunities for public involvement,
but is recognized by environmentalists as important in assuring that
legislative intent of pollution control programs was carried out.
Finally, the Implementation of these programs at the state and local
level is open to direct public scrutiny. It is at this level that impor
tant substantive decisions are made about how much to spend on water
pollution control and how to proceed in planning, funding, and enforcing
water pollution abatement programs.

Amendments made to the Clean Water Act of 1977 included a new requirement
for formal citizen participation programs in Section 208 Area Wide Water
Quality Planning, and in 201 Facility Planning. Such programs were to
involve much more than the now commonplace public meeting, workshop and
hearing process which many federally funded and state resource manage
ment programs follow. Citizen advisory boards had to be created and
professional consultants hired to solicit broad based public involvement.

An EPA brochure on public participation states that:

"advisory group members have a special opportunity to see to
it that wastewater planning meets community goals, and that
water quality objectives are met in an effective and afford
able manner. The job isn't easy, but it can be just as
exciting and rewarding as it is sometimes frustrating."

This statement of the federal interest in the concerns of communities

and citizens strongly reflects the desire by environmentalists and tax
payers alike to have every possible opportunity to observe and cricitize
or praise the actions of those public officials charged with water
pollution control programs. Such formal public participation programs
are generally funded by EPA for 208 Areawlde Planning studies and 201
Facility Planning efforts. It is unusual for them to be created during
the highly technical design phase, but that In fact Is what occurred in
the City of Providence.

The City of Providence and EPA selected twenty-nine people, including
the author, for membership on the Citizens' Advisory Committee from four
groups—residents, industry, scientific community and environmentalists.
A consulting firm was hired not only to provide staff support for the
CAC, but to conduct workshops and hearings at predetermined points in
the course of the three facility design contracts and two special studies
included in the project. The public participation program ran from
October 1980 to March 1982.
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Communicating Public Concerns and Opinions: In order to serve Its
advice-giving function, the CAC had to engage in a process of communi
cation by formulating questions and opinions, sending these messages
through appropriate channels to public officials, receiving a response
and continuing to prepare new messages. For communication to take
place on a continuing basis, there must be a message sender with a
coherent identity, the message must have a destination, and the message
receiver must listen and respond in some manner.

The CAC's first assignment was to approve the public participation work
program, which served as the focal point of its quest for a group
identity. A four month long debate followed on the question of whether
the CAC was to advise just the mayor through the managing consultants,
or whether the CAC could address its comments to any appropriate party.
The latter was agreed upon after reference to EPA regulations in 40 CFR
25.7 (f). This point proved crucial In that much of the subsequent work
of the CAC was focused on water quality planning questions "not In the
scope of work" of the design and project management consultants. A final
work plan was not completed by the managing consultants until nine months
after the initial draft, and five interim versions had been prepared.
While the CAC had approved the basic plan after only two months debate,
the proposed budget was regarded as excessive. EPA concurred, and the
resulting modifications satisfied CAC concerns.

The second, and most persistent problem which the CAC encountered was
that the decision-making structure which would be the recipient of CAC
questions and advice was undergoing dramatic changes. To begin with,
the City of Providence had by 1980 delegated the task of operating the
sewage treatment plant, as well as monitoring all design work to a
consulting firm which also was chosen to provide staff support to the
CAC. In essence, the City had removed itself from both the day to day
operational decisions at the plant as well as long range planning con
cerns. Secondly, the General Assembly had created the Narragansett Bay
Water Quality Management District Commission (Bay Commission) to take
over most of the sewerage system from the city. Shortly after the CAC
began meeting, Rhode Island's voters overwhelmingly passed an $87.7
million bond issue to finance needed improvements, which was the largest
sum In state history for any such referendum. A protracted fight ensued
between the City and the Bay Commission over transfer of control of the
facilities. The CAC was thus placed in the position of advising a dis
interested City of Providence and an interested but fledgling Bay
Commission which was not yet in power.

Although its role in decision making remained uncertain for several
months, the CAC initiated a program of self-education and received early
briefings from the design engineers on their study plans. The largest
project was the design work for the reconstruction of the 60 million
gallon per day sewage treatment plant. In addition, studies and designs
for two of the nine proposed combined sewer overflow treatment facilities
were being prepared. The managing consultant was directly responsible
for the Providence industrial pretreatment study and water conservation
study.

It quickly became clear that a number of facility management Issues not
covered in any of the design projects would require prompt resolution.
The CAC also discovered that there was no single responsible party to
which Its concerns on these questions could be addressed. Throughout
its existence the CAC attempted to communicate messages taking three
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basic forms. The first was an often repeated desire for a carefully
thought out and substantiated pollution control program. The second
type of message concerned non-design questions being given greater
attention as part of the engineering and construction process. The third
group of messages Involved the careful scrutiny of each design study
proposal.

The CAC Approach to Water Quality Planning and Non-Design Issues

Water Quality Planning: One of the CAC's first decisions was to request
the EPA prepare a complete environmental impact assessment of the Provi
dence pollution abatement program. This request was promptly rejected,
repeating the sequence of events of a year earlier when environmental
groups called for an impact statement after release of the 201 Facilities
Plan. Environmentalists and local residents on the CAC both supported
such a study out of concern that the limited public funds available for
pollution control be spent on those projects which could achieve the
greatest pollutant reductions for each dollar Invested. This coinci
dence of taxpayer and environmentalist concern was a key reason for the
generally strong working relationship which members of the group enjoyed.

Non-Facility Design Issues: Through its self-education process, several
problems became clear to the CAC. The design engineer for the sewage
treatment plant reported that pilot studies showed that the proposed
process would work well, despite the high chloride levels in the waste
water. This finding naturally lead to questions about how so much sea
water was entering the plant. It was revealed that as many as 30 tide
gates which were designed to keep bay water from entering the city's
combined sewer overflows were malfunctioning or broken. An estimated
10 million gallons per day of water was reaching the plant in this way
during high tide causing a twice daily disruption to the existing
treatment process. This situation caused great concern among the CAC
membership. However, none of the engineering consultants nor the manag
ing consultant felt obligated to take action on the problem. The City
of Providence administration, having already removed Itself from these
decisions, was unresponsive to early CAC concerns. A six month campaign
led by CAC members resulted in the development of a new low cost tide-
gate repair plan by the Providence Puhllc Works Department, after a
multi-million dollar reconstruction proposal by one of the engineering
consultants was rejected.

Design work was proceeding on two of the nine proposed combined sewer
overflow treatment facilities. The design engineers for Combined Sewer
Overflow Treatment Facility #9 reported that the flow of raw sewage
during dry weather in the 110" overflow pipe it was analyzing was the
major source of pollution from the outfall. Combined sewers permit
street runoff to enter the sanitary sewer system. During dry condi
tions, the raw sewage drops through a slot to enter large interceptor
pipes which collect sewage from neighborhoods and industrial areas
throughout the city. No raw sewage is supposed to flow directly to the
estuary. When it rains, however, much greater volumes of water flow
through the combined sewer lines. This flow Is too much for the slot
to handle. A mixture of raw sewage and stormwater is forced out large
overflow pipes directly to the Bay. A slot clogged with debris can
cause raw sewage to flow out the overflow pipe. Regular maintenance
of the slots is therefore essential to eliminate raw sewage flows. In
the case of the 09 Combined Sewer Treatment Facility Study, 8 million
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gallons per day of raw sewage was estimated to directly enter the
Providence River. The suspected cause of most of this flow is a slot
structure currently buried under an eight lane interstate highway.

These volumes of dry weather raw sewage flow were viewed by the CAC as
an immediate water pollution problem whose remedy was largely a matter
of proper sewer system maintenance. The City of Providence did not
allocate sufficient funds for Public Works crews to do this job.
Although the dry weather flow problem was never fully quantified, it
was clear to the CAC that the (19 dry weather problem should be remedied
quickly. In fact, data report by the design engineer showed that dry
weather sewage flow accounted for 99 percent of the total pollutant
loading of the 110" pipe during the year, with wet weather discharges
accounting for the rest. The idea surfaced of constructing a low cost
diversion structure to send this dry weather flow directly to the sewage
treatment plant. This was possible because the 110" overflow pipe ran
directly under the sewage treatment plant itself. The CAC immediately
endorsed this proposal, and insisted that the H9 study be separated
into two parts, with the diversion structure being placed on a fast
track for EPA construction grant approval. This was in fact what sub
sequently took place.

The CAC Review and Evaluation of Facility Design and Industrial Pre-
treatment Studies

After reading and discussing thousands of pages of agendas, meeting
minutes, subcommittee reports, fact sheets, responsiveness summaries,
and engineering design reports over an eighteen month period, the CAC
never did endorse any of the design proposals submitted to it for
review. While there was never any question that the CAC desired quick
action in implementing a sound pollution abatement program, the CAC
membership held a strong desire for appropriate, carefully thought out
and substantiated actions based on the best information about priori
ties and benefits versus costs. With few exceptions, it never felt its
common sense standards were met.

Sewage Treatment Plant: The most costly and important design work was
for the reconstruction of the sewage treatment plant. A number of ex
ternal constraints were Imposed upon the scope of CAC involvement in
reviewing this work. First of all, the City of Providence had signed
a consent decree that It would promptly repair and upgrade the treat
ment plant. Secondly, the design engineers were in a race against time
to meet deadlines imposed by the state 201 Construction Grant program.
Millions of dollars could be lost if work was not completed promptly.
Finally, if one thing was clear to federal, state and local decision
makers, as well as the design engineers, It was that the plant had to
employ secondary treatment and meet the national standard of 30 mg/1
BOD5 and total suspended solids.

Ultimately the CAC formally voted only to recommend that the rebuilt
plant be capable of providing primary treatment rates of 200 million
gallons per day, since the pumping station could deliver that much
during a rainstorm, when large volumes of water surge through the plant
disrupting the treatment process. The chief argument which divided the
CAC was whether the costly reconstruction program (approximately $88
million) met the criteria of cost effectiveness. There were few con
cerns raised about the quality of the design work. However, some CAC
members noted that the existing plant, following $14 million in repair
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work, was still able to function effectively during summer months when
it was less upset by storm runoff. Since discharges were already
chlorinated, it was not a source of coliform bacteria to the Upper Bay
shellfishery. Finally, one of the teams of consulting engineers working
on the combined sewer system circulated unsigned "fact" sheets Illus
trating the cost effectiveness of pollutant load reductions by building
their combined sewer treatment facility versus reconstruction of the
Field's Point sewage treatment plant. The Wastewater Treatment Facility
subcommittee argued for a phased, slow-build option that would ease the
burden on taxpayers and perhaps show that total reconstruction was not
necessary. A concensus was never reached on this issue nor was CAC
support ever really required. External factors all pointed in the
direction of treatment plant reconstruction, presently expected to take
ten years to finish. Careful project phasing has proven essential given
the difficulty in completely rebuilding a large plant on a small site
while operating it continuously.

Combined Sewer Treatment Facility 09: The CAC only endorsed the raw
sewage diversion structure element of the Combined Sewer Treatment
Facility 99 Plan. The CAC challenged design assumptions and data for
the proposed treatment facility, leading to the requirement by State and
EPA officials that the design consultants collect additional flow and
pollutant load data from the 110" overflow pipe during storms before
proposing a final design flow rate and treatment capability. This has
delayed the issuance of the final report by several months. The CAC
also questioned the comparison of alternative technologies proposed for
treatment, noting that a small variation in the definition of primary
treatment meant that a wider variety of treatment methods became cost-
effective. Finally, the CAC felt that integrating the proposed combined
sewage treatment facility with the reconstruction of the sewage treat
ment plant deserved investigation. Both the State and EPA waited to
issue their own comments until after the CAC's formal position was taken
and its detailed technical comments compiled. Many agency remarks par
alleled those of the CAC. The design consultant was required to gather
supplemental field research and rework the entire analysis.

A final report had still not been prepared at the end of the CAC's
involvement with the City of Providence on March, 1982.

Industrial Pretreatment Standards: When the important industrial pre-
treatment standards report was released, a similar pattern of delayed
state and EPA response was followed. Although the other design reports
were read from cover to cover by both the professional and lay members
of the CAC, the industrial pretreatment criteria analysis was so tech
nical in nature and difficult to read that two staff members of the
Coastal Resources Center at the University of Rhode Island, including
the author, prepared a detailed explanation and critique of the study.
The CAC did not take a position on the industrial pretreatment study,
satisfied with the acknowledgment of many of the observed deficiencies
by state and EPA officials. It was not clear, however, to what extent
these problems would be corrected by the consultants preparing the
industrial pretreatment program.

Sludge Disposal: Disposing of the sludge generated by the Field's
Point sewage treatment plant was a planning and design problem which
troubled the CAC from its first meeting, many months before the con
sulting engineers and agency decision makers were finally willing to
openly deal with it. The City of Providence had built an incinerator
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to burn the sludge generated by the treatment plant, but was never able
to operate it effectively. The design engineers for the reconstruction
of the treatment plant intended to install a new sludge dewatering sys
tem compatible with the incinerator, which was actually designed to burn
sludge using little or no fuel oil. However, the City of Providence
signed a contract with a private firm which had set up an automated
garbage/sludge composting operation with the Intention of marketing the
compost. Large penalties were to be paid by the City every day the
plant failed to produce 100 tons of sludge. In fact, the failed treat
ment plant had difficulty producing this amount, forcing the city to
regularly pay these penalties. In addition the newly rebuilt plant
would only produce 65 tons of sludge per day.

The problem faced by the CAC was that there was no responsible body
attempting to resolve this problem, which threatened to derail the
entire sewage treatment plant reconstruction process. The CAC decided
to act on its own and held a special meeting at which every party to
the conflict was asked to present their side of the story. Storm con
frontations erupted throughout the course of the evening. It was
revealed that the design work on sludge handling systems had been
ordered stopped by the city. This could have resulted in the loss of
millions of dollars in federal funds due to missed deadlines. In addi
tion, a cost effectiveness study of the compost method had to be
performed, but the City refused to pay for it. At Its following meeting,
the CAC urged resumption of the design work and the carrying out of a
cost-effectiveness study. The mayor ultimately granted both requests
after considerable delay. The question of the City's compost contract
was ultimately made moot after the Bay Commission, which had refused to
accept responsibility for the contract, successfully defended itself
against a lawsuit initiated by the compost plant operator.

The Citizens' Advisory Committee As A Success Story

The CAC generated very little newspaper or television coverage. It
never entered into a direct face-to-face confrontation with public
officials. Members never went outside the confines of the established
by-laws to place pressure on decision makers to accept the advice. Yet
it was clear to all involved that the CAC played an important role in
guiding the actions of decision makers at all levels, particularly on
important issues not included in the projects it was established to
review.

The most important reason for this success is that, as DeTocqueville
observed one and a half centuries ago, Americans believe "that their
chief business is to secure for themselves a government which will allow
them to acquire the things they covet." In Rhode Island, cleaner water
is a public goal which is greatly coveted by citizens. The members of
the CAC took seriously the opportunity given them to directly influence
the actions of the agencies and consultants who had legal obligations
to solve specific pollution control problems. Unlike the citizens'
advisory committees established in 208 Planning Programs, the Providence
CAC was not subordinate to some larger policy setting group and thus
felt a personal responsibility to understand and evaluate every aspect
of the design program. CAC members regularly attended the ln-house
program coordinating sessions where consultants thrashed out project
details and difficulties.
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Despite early concerns about Its role, and worries that the Bay Com
mission would terminate the group just as its efforts bore fruit, the
Providence Citizens' Advisory Committee became the only regular public
forum for addressing water pollution questions. Although the group
frequently felt as though it was engaged in a monologue rather than a
communication process, there was never any doubt by members that their
work was an important, indeed essential, part of the effort to abate
pollution. This deeply held sense of personal responsibility was the
key to the CAC's achievements. The Bay Commission, once it had acquired
the sewage treatment facility, invited active CAC members to serve as
the core of its own public participation program. This will open a new
chapter on public Involvement in water quality planning decisions In
Rhode Island which has yet to unfold.
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CITIZEN-BASED PLANNING - A PRIMER FOR THE WATERFRONT

Shirley Taylor

Sierra Club National Coastal Committee
Institute of Molecular Biophysics

Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32306

Neil Goldstein

National Sierra Club
228 E. 45th Street

New York, New York 10017

Dimitri Balamotis

Balamotis and Marangoni, Inc.
90 Moringside Drive

New York, New York 10017

Presented here is a summary of the contents of Citizens' Primer for
Waterfront Revitalization (Goldstein, Balamotis, Brask, 1982) which was
developed based on the Sierra Club Urban Waterfront Revitalization Pilot
on the Hudson River in Manhattan west of Lincoln Center between March 1981-
82. During this project we were able to test a non-traditional planning
approach which we believe provides a valuable tool for achieving consensus
for environmentally beneficial plans. Central to our recommendation of
this method is our commitment to citizen participation in environmental
decision-making and our belief in its practical benefits.

It was our theory that the very process of requiring public reaction to
already-developed ideas or prepared plans engenders a hostile response.
Such a process establishes a negative frame of mind in the citizenry:
they must find fault with a proposed project in order to ensure against
potential adverse impacts. We hoped that by taking a far different
approach, enabling citizens to develop their own revitalization planning
efforts and waterfront revitalization plans, the atmosphere in which
decision-making would occur would be a positive, affirmative one. Rather
than trying to find fault, participants would try to discover solutions
to the question of how the waterfront could best be revitalized in an.
environmentally good way.

Citizen-Based Planning - The Process

We established the following steps which the local citizen leader(s)
should undertake:

• analyze potential participants for a citizen-based planning committee.
• analyze the type of citizen-based process best suited to a particular

situation (lead agency or organization, size of the committee,
necessary time commitments by participants, etc.) and prepare a
careful description of the proposed effort.
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• invite participation (making sure everyone has a clear idea of the
process and process goals -- that's the purpose of that careful
description).

• select and hire staff (architect/planner, organizer, etc.) who will
help organize the process and learn from participants what they would
like to see done with their waterfront.

• assign participants and your group's volunteers to study existing
plans, proposals, reports, and to further study the waterfront to
learn about constraints or opportunities beyond those hopes or desires
expressed by the participants.

• have architect/planner create draft proposals for portions of the area
and for the entire area.

• have architect/planner meet again with participants to review these
proposals. The architect/planner should explan why proposals were
made, how they help to meet the participants' planning objectives,
how they are in accordance with sound planning principles accepted by
other architectural/planning professionals and how they correspond
with a formerly agreed-upon set of waterfront planning guidelines;
all proposals should be in a graphically-illustrated form for easy
understanding by non-professional participants in the citizen
planning process.

• have architect/planner modify proposals to reflect the input received
through these additional meetings. This process may require several
iterations and may require use of sophisticated techniques for dis
playing alternatives (slide presentations, overlays, etc.).

• incorporate the proposals in an integrated concept plan, and have the
participants review and formally approve the plan.

• market the plan with a wider audience (potential developers, city
decision-makers, financial institutions, etc.).

Key Pointers on How Citizen-Planning Works

We learned through our pilot project experience a number of basic lessons:

• Citizen planning and citizen participation are not the same thing.
Central to Sierra Club's waterfront planning approach is the under
standing that, confronted with someone else's idea of what should be
done to my neighborhood, my_ waterfront, my_ park, or my_ river, I can't
help but"be threatened! Under circumstances such as those, I'll want
to examine each and every possible way that the proposal could prove
harmful and I'll oppose these harmful elements of the project. But,
given the chance to plan for my own neighborhood, waterfront, park, or
river, I'll face the task with a totally different attitude. I'll try
to find the best way to improve the environment, to abate pollution,
to restore the area's beauty. Once I've helped to develop such a
plan, I'll be its strongest advocate.

• Working with other citizen groups may be opposed by your people, for
many reasons. A group may have an established power base (based on
poorly structured planning process), or a committee that worked well
for another purpose would not necessarily be useful in achieving a
waterfront planning consensus. To surmount difficulties on who else to
involve, check carefully to determine what is right for real planning.
Be willing to compromise and combine efforts where feasible, or to
give others credit even where credit isn't due, for the future success
of your effort. Don't let egos stand in the way. It's more important
that your effort succeed, than who gets the credit. Don't back down
if other citizen groups are trying to prevent open, participatory
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democracy in the planning process. We've had experiences where estab
lished groups tried to cut some citizens out of the planning process—
we refused to accept that approach.

Be sure that you develop a constituency for your planning effort and
that you are capable of fulfilling your responsibilities with the
group you develop.

• Getting others involved depends on making sure you are ready before
you begin. One of the worst mistakes is to have a group of interested
participants and nothing for them to do. While you must be willing to
make modest modifications to reflect the opinions of your invited
participants, it is important that you and your group know what the
planning approach will be before you begin. Are you relying on local
government to establish a citizen planning committee? Or will you
start such a committee? We strongly recomend that you put into writ
ing the structure of your proposed planning process, the invited par
ticipants, proposed staff and other resources, what every participant
will be expected to do, the time commitment each participant must make
(including the expected length of the project and the relationship
between the project and other projects and processes in the area).
All this information should be available in the invitation letter to
potential participants.

' Explaining citizen planning will be necessary repeatedly. It will be
mistaken tor ordinary citizen participation of the traditional sort.
Citizen-based planning places the citizens' desires first, before other
desires. The planner serves as an advocate for what the citizens want
rather than as the employee of a local developer or government agency.
The reason that this difference is so important is that citizens will
react positively and will try to develop the best plan for the area if
they see that the planning process is for them. If the plan truly
reflects their desires they will strongly advocate its implementation.
If they feel, instead, that a planning process has been initiated in
order to meet someone else's needs and that they are being consulted
simply to facilitate someone else's project, they will likely
respond by finding fault rather than by trying to find solutions.

By citizens as well as for them. Plans must be truly for what citizens
want, if they are to be accepted. It is equally important that citi
zens themselves feel they have participated in the plan's formulation.
People just don't trust some one else's idea of what's good for them!
Involving citizens in planning is more difficult than it sounds. The
difference between planning by citizens and traditional planning is a
subtle one. Instead of the traditional situation where the architect
or planner is working for a developer or agency with their development
goals, in citizen-based planning the citizens set development goals,
help select the planner or at least instruct how the planning should
go.

Responsibility for project results. What guarantees exist that plans
developed by the community effort will be consistent with what your
group wants? In fact there is no guarantee that results will be
forthcoming at all. This is one of the most difficult things to
grapple with. Three ground rules are recommended: First, clear work
ing rules should be outlined at the start. Second, a set of general
waterfront development guidelines must be agreed upon early (see end
of this paper). Third, consensus upon a final plan must be an
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explicit goal. And recognize that the veto of the leader has an equal
say in preventing consensus on impractical, radically inequitable, or
harmful plans.

• Working with local government will often be difficult, but try to
cooperate as fully as possible. Implementation of the plan you
develop will be virtually impossible if local government officials
oppose it. Government agencies are often willing to do preliminary
studies but are unwilling to take definitive stands after study
results are released.

• Working with business, labor, and financial institutions should be
considered early on so they may help pay for the project, or use their
political power to get those funds. It's important that they clearly
understand you will not compromise your values to implement the pro
ject. Consensus achievement is a process where we are true to our
value not one where we compromise values.

• Values versus results. It is equally important for everyone to recog-
nize that everyone must compromise on how much of the plan results
would benefit any single group's interest. The benefit agreed upon
must be the general public good.

• Credibility for citizen groups such as ours is a problem when compared
to developers with large sums of money. In some cases this factor can
be overcome by citizens importing out-of-town "experts". This can
sometimes prove counterproductive by threatening local planning
officials whose cooperation you may need. You can try to involve in
your planning process respected local leaders to review and confirm
your findings. Eventually you will gain credibility by consistency
and perseverance. Try all the approaches until one works!

• Local governments fail to plan. Even very sophisticated government
planning agencies don't really plan. Although NYC City Planning has
master plans, waterfront coastal zone management plans and an
experienced staff, New York City had never devised a development plan
for the Hudson River area in which we were interested, had no ideas
of how the area could best be used. Don't wait. Don't expect your
city to do planning for you. If you have an idea on how your local
waterfront should be used, get started today!

• National staff for local initiatives is valuable to locally initiated
efforts because so few architects and planners are familiar with this
citizen-based planning approach. Drawbacks of using national staff
for local efforts include higher travel costs and lack of familiarity
with the local situation. Advantages Include avoidance of local con
flicts of interest, lack of experience, and unwillingness to listen
and suggest alternatives.

• What does it cost? The simplest answer is, more than most citizen
groups are used to, and much less than most developers spend. Expect
to spend about $50,000 for a 12-month project to plan for your water
front, to produce a moderately detailed, well-illustrated concept plan
through the citizen-based planning process described here. It assumes
a half-time architect-planner; a part-time community organizer; a
local office; travel, graphic illustration costs, other general
expenses.
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• Is that all there is to it? No! By developing a concept plan you've
just starteJ the process! The hardest part will come in convincing
people to 'Implement it. But remember—a good plan with broad support
has the best chance of success.

The Start-Up

Getting started should come after you have positive answers to important
basic questions:

-Is your group able to propose and willing to agree on positive uses for
a site? (This is harder than agreeing to stop projectsT)
-Is there an inspiring volunteer leader, with significant time available,
who can get along well with the variety of people whose support will be
needed?

-Is the group in charge willing to be open to other people's ideas?
-Are there enough volunteers available to carry out all the necessary
tasks?

-Are there realistic hopes of raising $50,000 locally? or any alternative
sources?

-How much background information on the site is already available?

A Technical Issues checklist of 34 items you may want to address in the
waterfront planning process are included in our Citizen Primer. The
items included offer detailed guidance in developing a data base, explor
ing possible uses of the site, developing the draft plan, and gathering
support for the draft plan.

The final portion of the Citizen Primer presents the following Suggested
Design Guideline goals with discussion intended to answer basic questions
of what? why? and how? for urban waterfront redevelopment:

• good access
• visual quality and sense of place
• successful transitions
• active and passive recreation
• individual and group activities
• safety and comfort for the user
• easy maintenance
• appropriate use of materials
• appropriate to neighborhood context
• industrial development.

It is our goal to encourage other citizen groups across the country to
develop their own waterfront plans — and see them through into reality.
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Abstract

CITIZEN EDUCATION AND PARTICIPATION
IN DECISIONS AFFECTING WETLANDS THROUGH

SECTION 404 OF THE CLEAN WATER ACT

Connie Hvidsten

National Wildlife Federation
1412 16th Street N.W.

Washington, O.C. 20036

JS^JI-U"! Wl'1d"fe^?derat1on, with funding from the Enviromiental
Protection Agency, initiated a project in 1980 to increase citizen
?S^2i*»Sf *5e Value 0f !":t1ands and P««>lic participation in the Sectioni 404 permit program. The project has offices in Washington, D.C..
5«?I ™!!f; LouIsiana; and Raleigh, North Carolina. The Washington
Hi !* °?!Jors fed!ral wet,and po,icv' coordinates a nationwide net-
hZL JnS ilfns a?t1Ve °n "?t1and 1ssues» and serves as a clearinghouse for information on wetland functions, values, losses experts
and management. The project field offices deal one-on-one'wlth clti-

land functions and values. Through the efforts of the NWF Wetlands
Project, more than 7,000 individuals have attended education" presen-
Ino" ?E ZJ£llC Pa!:t,c1Pat<0" seminars, resulting in decisions favoring the protection of approximately 190,000 acres of wetlands.

Introduction

Nearly 50 percent of the wetlands that once covered the lower 48 states
oSeoooetod6roo^n,1°r ""I' ??d the loss «"""•!« anlst'mated "JJl°2 *° ^ n/^f ?f wet,ands are dred9ed. "lied, or drainedtJZ III' Muc.h ofthls loss occurs because wetlands are considered bymany to be wastelands unless they are converted to some "productive"

use

Il?LC?hfrury;uV'̂ la?ds are the raost biologically productive ecosystems on the North American continent. Ue have only recently come to
SSSf m/"lHe.0f Wf5landS t0 rechar9e di^nlshing grounder
f£fll 2i 1 ^ and pUrify water "sources, buffer the effects of
f?sh ann w?irf7?f!rSa^ ft0™„sur9es, provide essential habitat forfish and wildlife, and offer diverse recreational opportunities.
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Recognizing these values, Congress adopted a permit program In 1972
under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act to regulate activities
Involving the disposal of dredged or fill material into all waters
of the United States including wetlands. The program has been
attributed with decreasing annual wetland losses by one-half—repre
senting wetland savings of approximately 330,000 acres each year.

By law, public participation is to play a large role in decision
making and enforcement under Section 404. In practice, however,
public participation 1n the Section 404 permit program has been
limited and often Ineffective. To be effective, citizens must have
a basic understanding of wetland resources, must be aware of their
personal stake In wetland protection, and must be familiar with the
opportunities available through the regulatory program.

The Wetlands Project

Against this backdrop, the National Wildlife Federation, with fund
ing from the Environmental Protection Agency, Initiated a project In
1980 to increase citizen awareness of the values of wetlands and
public participation in the Section 404 permit program. The project,
called the "Wetlands Project," has offices In Washington, D.C, New
Orleans, Louisiana, and Raleigh, North Carolina. The Washington
office monitors federal wetland policy, coordinates a nationwide
network of citizens active on wetland Issues, and serves as a clear
inghouse for Information on wetland functions, values, losses,
experts, and management. The New Orleans office, named the Southern
Wetlands Project, and the Raleigh office, called the Carolina Wet
lands Project, assist citizens by explaining wetland functions and
values and by providing technical assistance in participating with
the Section 404 process.

The Washington, D.C. office

The primary objective of the Washington, D.C. office is to scrutinize
federal policy changes, evaluate their Impact on the nation's wetland
resources, and make suggestions for improving wetland policy. This
Information 1s disseminated across the country to wetland experts,
concerned citizens, and state and local governnents. Effective pol
icy evaluation requires a substantial information base. The Washing
ton, D.C. office has compiled current information on the biologic,
hydrologic and economic values of wetlands and translated this Infor
mation into easily understood publications Including short fact
sheets on nationwide, regional and state wetland losses, wetland
functions and values, and on the Section 404 program.

Wetlands Project field offices

The Wetlands Project field offices are located in regions encounter
ing major threats to extensive wetland resources. The Southern Wet
lands Project addresses wetland Issues In Arkansas, Louisiana, and
Mississippi. Most staff time is divided between agricultural con
version of bottomland hardwood swamps and coastal wetland loss. The
Carolina Wetlands Project focuses on wetland Issues in North and
South Carolina. Their emphasis Is on freshwater wetland conversion
and coastal wetland development.
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The field office staff work toward two separate, but interrelated
objectives. The first is to Increase the level of public awareness
and understanding of wetlands through public education. The second
Is to encourage public participation in the decisions affecting wet
land use.

Project staff have published educational materials on local and
regional wetland functions, values, and threats and have made pre
sentations to more than 7,000 individuals Including gatherings of
conservation clubs, professional societies, secondary and university
classrooms, youth clubs, civic organizations, and homeowner associa
tions.

Hands-on experience with wetlands is emphasized in the educational
activities of the field offices. For example, a series of presenta
tions sponsored by the Southern Wetlands Project called "floating
classrooms," involved participants In canoe trips through a riverine
wetland system. During the trip, participants and Wetlands Project
staff discussed wetland identification and delineation, wetland
types, wetland functions, threats to wetlands, and wetland regula
tion. Written material distributed after the sessions supplemented
and reinforced the information presented In the field. Delineating
a wetland boundary by vegetation, seeing fish and wildlife through
out a wetland, and seeing the transformation of an ecosystem under
development creates a lasting impression that cannot be duplicated
in a formal presentation setting.

Producing lasting materials is also emphasized by the Wetlands Proj
ect. The Carolina Wetlands Project, in cooperation with the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation, has produced displays describing the
types of wetlands found in North Carolina, their functions, values,
and threats. The displays are exhibited at visitor areas of four
Marine Resource Centers located along the coast of North Carolina.
The Marine Resource Centers estimate that nearly one million indivi
duals will view the panels over the next year.

The second major objective of the Wetlands Project field staff is to
encourage public participation in the decisions affecting wetlands.
This effort Is directed primarily towards Increasing participation
1n the Section 404 permit review process, but Project staff also
actively encourage participation In other local, state and federal
programs whenever these are appropriate arenas for public action.
These other statutory authorities vary with each case example, but
most frequently Involve the Coastal Zone Management Program, the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Program, various state wetland protection or
water quality permit programs, and local land use or zoning proceed
ings. Regulation under these programs is often closely associated
with Section 404, and in some cases, permit decisions under Section
404 must be consistent with these other state or federal authorities.

The proposed conversion of 38,000 acres of pocosin (po-co'-sin) wet
lands in Dare County, N.C. provides a vivid example of how public
participation can have a significant Impact on wetland use.

Pocosins are freshwater shrub bogs found along the coastal plain
from Virginia to northern Florida. They comprise more than 50 per
cent of North Carolina's freshwater wetlands. Because of their deep
peat deposits, pocosins have recently become prime targets for large
peat mining operations. Current plans to remove peat from the
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wetland for use as synthetic fuel may have a significant adverse
effect on fisheries resources in North Carolina's estuaries and
adjacent waters.

In 1981, one peat mining project sponsor applied for a Section 404
permit before clearing a 15,000 acre holding in Dare County. While
the Section 404 permit application for the project was under review
by the \i.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Coastal Zone Management
Plan was also being evaluated for renewal by the Dare County Board.
/Approved Section 404 permits must be consistent with the state
Coastal Zone Management Plan.

The Carolina Wetland Project was instrumental in informing citizens
In Dare County about the potential impacts of pocosin conversion on
the fishing Industry and the Interrelationship between the county
Coastal Zone Management Plan and Section 404 approval. They showed
how pocosins In their natural state act as buffers, absorbing pollu
tants from overland run off, and slowly releasing freshwater runoff
Into estuarlne sounds after storms. This regulation of freshwater
inflow into estuaries is particularly important to juvenile flounder,
shrimp and other fish species sensitive to salinity levels In estu
arlne areas. Freshwater intrusion has already limited available
nursery areas 1n North Carolina's sounds.

Based on this new awareness, many citizens were motivated to become
involved in the county planning process. As a result, the County
adopted a modified Coastal Zone Management Plan that requires the
retention of one-mile vegetated buffer areas surrounding all bodies
of water. All Section 404 permits issued for wetland conversion in
Dare County must now comply with the one-mile buffer requirement.

Conclusion

Wetlands are highly valuable to all society. However, these values
are not always clearly understood by the citizens who benefit from
wetlands, nor by those who own wetlands. Through the efforts of the
NWF Wetlands Project, more than 7,000 individuals have attended edu
cational presentations or public participation seminars, resulting
in decisions favoring the protection of approximately 190,000 acres
of wetlands.

Still, private efforts are not enough. It is in the national Inter
est to assure that the nation's remaining wetland resources are con
served or wisely used. There must be a continuing federal commit
ment to the maintenance of the nation's waters and wetlands under
Section 404, and a continuing emphasis on the Important role of pub
lic participation in this and other federal regulatory programs.
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A FRESH APPROACH TO RIVER MANAGEMENT
THE SASSAFRAS RIVER PROJECT

Kathy H. Fitzpatrick

Sassafras River Project
Maryland Department of Natural Resources

Tawes State Office Building
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

Recreational boating in Maryland is not only a popular pastime,
It is also a bay-related economic factor second only in impact to
the Port of Baltimore. At present, over 134,000 registered boats
cruise the state's waters. The rapidly increasing popularity of
recreational boating has given rise to a corresponding sequence of
problems which necessitate strengthened management efforts through
thorough technical analyses and creative solutions. The Sassafras
River project is an example of a creative approach to river manage
ment.

The Sassafras River project evolved as a result of Kent and
Cecil County citizen concern about the environmental health of the
river. There was also concern over the continued growth of marinas
on the river and what was viewed as conflicting and incompatible
management policies of the two shoreline counties—Kent and Cecil.

A technical scope of work was developed by the State's Coastal
Resources Division. This scope of work Included water quality
testing, a hydrographic study, examination of the land management
approaches of the two counties, and the Impact of recreational boating
on the river. This scope of work was developed only after exhaustive
interviews with various groups of citizens from the watershed to
solicit information about their concerns, needs, and the process
by which they would feel most useful, and most comfortable with the
final product.

The Sassafras Watershed Citizen's Forum was created as part of
the project and provides the mechanism for public Interaction and
involvement. The Forum consists of property owners, marina owners,
farmers, boaters, and environmental groups. Government officials
(local, state, and federal) are also Included. The Forum has reviewed
the technical scope of work; Is participating in the collection of
data and/or technical work; and will help select management alter
natives, once defined. The Forum is also working closely with local
government officials to have any plan or recommendations Implemented.

In determining whether a river management plan was needed, and
the framework upon which such a plan would be developed, the Coastal
Resources Division used an inter-office team as opposed to a single
project manager. This was done to utilize, as efficiently as
possible, the staff expertise related to various aspects of the project.

(ABSTRACT)
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ENHANCING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF BARRIER BEACH ISSUES

Jeffrey R. Benolt

Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management Office
100 Cambridge Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02202

Lester B. Smith, Jr.

Provincetown Center for Coastal Studies
59 Commercial Street

Provincetown, Massachusetts 02657

Gary R. Clayton

Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management Office

Increasing concern of the threat to lives and property in storm
prone coastal areas prompted the Massachusetts Coastal Zone Manage
ment Program to identify coastal hazards as an Important issue in
Its approved plan. Since 1978 the Massachusetts Coastal Zone Manage
ment Program has strived to better educate state and local officials
as well as private citizens to the recurring problems associated
with development In coastal high hazard areas. Particular
emphasis has been placed on the extremely hazardous nature of
barrier beaches. The process of disseminating the growing knowledge
and understanding of barrier beaches has drawn on several techniques.
These techniques include: (1) Publications-Guidebooks, Sourcebooks
and Brochures; (2) Maps - Barrier Beach Inventory and Historic
Shoreline Change; (3) Audiovisual Aids - Narrated Slide Shows, and
Documentary Film; (4) Technical - Coastal Hazard Studies, Field
Assistance and Workshops; and (5) Administrative - Coastal Regulations,
State Agency Coordination, Executive Order for Barrier Beaches and,
Monitor Federal Actions. In Massachusetts, scientific findings and
management policies are transferred into coherent, understandable
formats which ultimately will help lead to more appropriately managed
barrier beaches.

(ABSTRACT)
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